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					ABOUT US			


	
	

Autonomous Nonprofit Organization "Interregional Testing Centre" (ANO ITC) is an independent expert organization that offers a wide range of services in such areas as:

	certification of software, information measuring systems, and hardware-and-software complexes;
	verification, validation, and testing of measuring instruments;
	testing, certification, and inspection of gaming machines (including bookmaker, lottery and gambling equipment).


For a complete list of services, please contact us at 
 Этот e-mail адрес защищен от спам-ботов, для его просмотра у Вас должен быть включен Javascript
 .

 ITC Testing Centre of gaming machines is accredited by the Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology of the Russian Federation (Rosstandart of Russia) with a right of testing gaming machines for their type approval and inspecting gaming machines for compliance with the approved type. ITC Testing Centre is registered in the Federal Register of the accredited organizations with a No. 3990-11.

 We offer services to federal and commercial organizations as well as to private persons. The principles of our work include individual approach to every client, reliability and high quality of our services.

 The head office of ANO ITC is located at Dmitrovskoe shosse 11, in Moscow, Russia. Other office is in Bryansk. You can find more details on the Contact Us page.
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			Testing of gaming machines
	
	
		
			Testing of gaming machines
	
	
		
			Certification of software
	
	
		
			Autonomous nonprofit Organization ITC - Moscow (head office)
	
	
		
			Verification of measuring instruments
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	Your are currently browsing this site with Internet Explorer 6 (IE6).


	Your current web browser must be updated to version 7 of Internet Explorer (IE7) to take advantage of all of template's capabilities. 


	Why should I upgrade to Internet Explorer 7? Microsoft has redesigned Internet Explorer from the ground up, with better security, new capabilities, and a whole new interface. Many changes resulted from the feedback of millions of users who tested prerelease versions of the new browser.

	The most compelling reason to upgrade is the improved security. The Internet of today is not the Internet of five years ago. There are dangers that simply didn't exist back in 2001, when Internet Explorer 6 was released to the world. Internet Explorer 7 makes surfing the web fundamentally safer by offering greater protection against viruses, spyware, and other online risks.

	Get free downloads for Internet Explorer 7, including recommended updates as they become available. To download Internet Explorer 7 in the language of your choice, please visit the Internet Explorer 7 worldwide page.






